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This contribution presents the Chomsky-Schützenberger theorem for a rather wide class of weighted
context-free languages together with some ﬂanking results. N. Chomsky and M. P. Schützenberger [in:
Computer programming and formal systems, Stud. Logic Found. Math., 118–161 (1963; Zbl 0148.00804)]
showed that each context-free language can be presented as a homomorphic image of the intersection of a
Dyck language (language of well-bracketed expressions over k parentheses) with a regular language. This
result was later extended to weighted context-free languages in [A. Salomaa and M. Soittola, Automatatheoretic aspects of formal power series. New York, NY: Springer-Verlag (1978; Zbl 0377.68039)], where the
weights were taken from a commutative semiring. A commutative semiring is a weight structure consisting
of two binary, commutative and associative operations, called sum and product, and their units such
that the product distributes over arbitrary ﬁnite sums. The present contribution extends the ChomskySchützenberger result to weighted context-free languages weighted over unital valuation monoids, which
are commutative monoids (A, +, 0) togehter with a valuation v : A∗ → A such that (i) v(. . . , 0, . . . ) = 0
and (ii) there exists 1 ∈ A with v(a1 , . . . , ai−1 , 1, ai+1 , . . . , an ) = v(a1 , . . . , ai−1 , ai+1 , . . . , an ) for all
integers i ≤ n and a1 , . . . , an ∈ A. In other words, 1 acts like a unit for the valuation.
In detail, the paper ﬁrst introduces weighted context-free grammars and weighted pushdown automata
both using unital valuation monoids as weight structure. As usual, each production (transition) is assigned
a weight from the weight structure. Along a derivation (computation), the weights are combined using
the valuation function and the weights of several derivations for the same string are summed up. In the
special case where an input string has inﬁnitely many derivations, additional completeness requirements
are imposed on the weight structure. It is demonstrated that both models are equally expressive using
essentially the standard approach. Next, it is shown that the weights can be separated and applied only
by a weighted alphabetic homomorphism. In this way, an essentially unweighted context-free language is
obtained, to which the classical result is now applicable. In the end, the homomorphisms (i) obtained as
part of the unweighted characterization and (ii) the homomorphism assigning the weights are composed
to a new homomorphism. In this manner, the representation of each weighted context-free language as
(weighted) homomorphic image of the intersection of an (unweighted) Dyck language and an (unweighted)
regular language is obtained. Finally, the paper also studies context-free step functions. A constant
context-free function is a weighted context-free language whose support (i.e., the set of words mapped
to non-zero elements) forms a context-free language and all weights of the support elements are equal. A
context-free step function is a ﬁnite sum of constant context-free functions. Step functions proved to be
important for logical characterizations of weighted regular languages, and it is demonstrated here that
context-free step functions behave diﬀerently than regular step functions.
Overall, the paper is very readable, self-contained (together with the companion proofs in the arXivversion) and should be understandable to anyone with some background on context-free languages and
weighted languages. A detailed background on the used weight structures is not necessary to appreciate
the results.
Reviewer: Andreas Maletti (Stuttgart)
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